
Description of Issue Program Name Duration Narration of type and description of program

Youth, Education,Health, Poverty
Right Mind Media

7/4/2021
28:00:00

Science, Education, Health Right Mind Media

7/11/2021

28:00:00

Education, Science, Health, Youth Right Mind Media 7/18/2021 28:00:00

Science, Education, Gender Right Mind Media 7/25/2021 28:00:00

Race, Youth, Education

Right Mind Media 8/1/2021 28:00:00

Health, Science, Eduction

Right Mind Media 8/8/2021 28:00:00

Environment, Science, Politics, Gov't Right Mind Media 8/15/2021
28:00:00

Children/ Education, Health, Science Right Mind Media 8/22/2021 28:00:00

Gov't, Politics, Education, Science, Health Right Mind Media
8/29/2021 28:00:00

Education, Environment, Science Right Mind Media 9/5/2021
28:00:00

Education, Environment, Multicultralism

Right Mind Media

9/12/2021 28:00:00

Education, Health, Youth, Science Right Mind Media 9/19/2021 28:00:00

Minorities, Youth, Multiculturalism World Café 9/15-9/30

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST FOR JULY-SEPTEMBER 2021  The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by the following radio 
stations: WUMB-FM Boston, WBPR-FM, Worcester, WFPB-FM, Falmouth, WFPB-AM Orleans, WNEF-FM, Newburyport, WUMZ-FM, Gloucester, WUMT-FM, Marshfield, 
WUMG-FM, Stow Massachusetts and WUMV-FM , Milford, NH, along with the most significant treatment of those issues for the period listed above.

Date/ Time 
Aired

"Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and have the greatest potential to 
heal and educate.  Tara G. joins us to share her recovery journey in the 13th installment of our 
series "Recovery Stories."

"Understanding Self Harm": What is self-harm and what causes it?  What can families do to 
help?  Dr. Barry Walsh, author of "Treating Self-Injury: A Practical Guide" and a Lecturer on 
Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, joins us to talk about self-harm and its impact on the 
person suffering and their loved ones.

Personal Recovery Story #14 "Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate.  Jeff M. joins us to share her recovery journey in 
the 13th installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

 Faith and Recovery “Erica Poellot, MSW, MDiv., Director of Faith and Community Partnerships 
at the Harm Reduction Coalition, joins us to talk about faith/theology and harm reduction, and the 
role of spirituality in recovery.

"Families and Substance Use Disorder": Families of loved ones with substance use disorders 
often suffer the most collateral damage because they're the closest ones to the tempest of 
addiction.  This week on the Right Mind Media Podcast we talk about how families can claim 
their lives back while supporting their loved one.

"Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health": Dr. Rheeda Walker, a licensed clinical 
psychologist, professor, and researcher who works and speaks at the intersection of culture, 
spirituality, & mental health to address the impact of racial tension on well-being joins us to talk 
about her new book "The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health."

Personal Recovery Story #15: Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate.  HT joins us to share her recovery journey in the 
15th installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

 Hot Topics: August: Abby and Jon go behind the headlines to talk about the hot topics of the 
month.

Mindfulness: Dr. Zev Schuman-Olivier, Executive Director and Research Director of the Center 
for Mindfulness and Compassion, joins us to talk about mindfulness - what it means, and why it's 
so important.

"Personal Recovery Story #16": Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate.  J.S. joins us to share his recovery journey in the 
16th installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

"Under Pressure: Confronting the Epidemic of Stress and Anxiety in Girls": Though anxiety has 
risen among young people overall, recent research studies confirm that it has skyrocketed in 
girls.  As a clinical psychologist who specializes in girls, Lisa Damour, Ph. D., has watched this 
rising tide of anxiety in her own research, private practice, and in the all-girls' school where she 
consults.  Dr. Damour joins us to talk about her new book UNDER PRESSURE.

 "Hot Topics: September": Abby and Jon go behind the headlines to talk about the hot topics of 
the month.

2 hours per day 
M-F

For World Cafe’s Latin Roots, Gonzalez curates a weekly playlist of new music in English and 
Spanish from Latinx artists, exploring the many faucets of rock, folk, hip-hop, electronic, cumbia 
and traditional Latin sounds.  Advocating, providing visibility and showcasing established, 
independent and emerging Latinx artists.
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